Vacancy!
Graduate/Research Assistant (GA/RA) Positions
In Communications

A GA/RA position is available for a **US citizen** student to perform communications and signal processing modeling and simulations in SimuLink/MATLAB. You will have the opportunity to learn and experience state-of-the art concepts in satellite and terrestrial communications. Position can start immediately. Both motivated undergraduate and graduate students are considered.

**Responsibilities:**
1. Develop SimuLink/MATLAB simulations of communications receiver processing.
2. Prepare documentation of models, experiments and results.

**Desired Qualifications:**
a. Either an undergraduate or a graduate student at UNM.
b. Good knowledge of developing SimuLink/MATLAB simulations.
c. Knowledge of Communications, in particular PLLs, and Signal processing.
d. Good oral and written communications skills.

The hours are negotiable. Immediate starting date. Must be a US citizen.

If interested, contact and email your cv to Prof. S. K. Jayaweera at jayaweera@ece.unm.edu.